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CONSTRUCTING BRIDGES,
CONSTRUCTING KNOWLEDGE
Alexander Rolón and Dr. Lynn Columba
Northampton Community College and Lehigh University
Mathematics educators support their students in becoming “thinkers” and problem solvers
through the investigation of big ideas. This bridge building design project creates a classroom community where students are working collaboratively, integrating technology, utilizing manipulative tools, and applying a problem solving approach in a calculus classroom.
Consequently, this investigation creates a real-world experience in a learning environment
that supports the communication, reasoning, representation, connections, and problem
solving strands of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards. The bridge
building exploration makes mathematical concepts meaningful for students as they are actively engaged in constructing their own knowledge.

INTRODUCTION
As mathematics educators we are always looking for pedagogical methods to present the
content in order to engage students and improve their success. Utilizing manipulatives,
integrating technology, and implementing cooperative learning are ways to engage students. Student achievement is directly correlated to the quality of the teaching and learning
in our classrooms. As educators we want our students to be good problem solvers and the
best way to make this happen is to require problem solving in the classroom. The Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2005) advocates for problem solving to be an
“integral part of all mathematics learning” (p. 52). The implementation of problem solving
should be a primary concern in our classes. Inquiry learning or discovery learning is one of
the best pedagogical practices in mathematics education and its relationship with problem
solving is inseparable. Discovery learning, according to Ebert and Ebert (1993), is a creative
endeavor that involves the search for patterns, perspectives, and relationships. Students
construct their own personal knowledge from their experiences and interactions. The patterns and relationships discovered are unique from student to student (Bentley, Ebert, & Ebert, 2000). Often in the classroom, discovery learning coupled with problem solving creates
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tions that help students discover concepts and understand facts by themselves, rather than
relying on traditional formats, such as a teacher’s or textbooks’ explanations (Burns, 2005).
This approach to teaching and learning juxtaposed with mathematical application has the
potential to make experiences in the classroom memorable for students.
Application of mathematical concepts is fundamental in achieving a high level of student
engagement. The Bridge Building Investigation (see Table 1) is an example where both
group learning and problem solving are evident while engaging the students. The students
look forward to this project, the concept of building a bridge. This enthusiasm is due to
the utilization of manipulative tools, K’NEX pieces, (see Appendix A) and the integration of
technology applied to mathematics in context. The Bridge Building Investigation generates
a real-world experience and creates an inviting learning environment for addressing communication, reasoning, representation, connections, and problem solving standards (NCTM,
2006).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Problem Solving
The most consistently meaningful tasks require people to solve problems. This is true whether you are in the classroom or in the real world. People in their professional positions and
in everyday situations regularly solve problems. Societal norms expect teachers to produce
good problem solvers. Instruction is then focused on building a better understanding and
comfort level for the task at hand as well as developing important skills that will help students become better problem solvers. Successful problem solvers monitor and assess their
own understanding and actions. They spend a large amount of time analyzing the problem
and monitoring their own cognitive processes (Fernández, Hadaway, & Wilson, 1994). Solving problems can be the most meaningful kind of learning activity in formal educational
settings. The goal or intention of the task should require active, constructive, intentional,
authentic and cooperative learning activities (Jonassen, Howland, Moore, & Marra, 2003).
Making mathematics real and meaningful to students is essential to engaging students in
the learning process.
With this learning process comes the development of problem-solving techniques. George
Polya’s four steps for problem-solving are frequently cited as paramount strategies to becoming a successful problem solver. In his book, How to Solve it, Polya (1945) makes reference to four steps for problem solving that are integrated in mathematics and can well be
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integrated in other subjects. These steps are: 1) understand the problem, 2) devise a plan, 3)
carry out the plan, and 4) look back. When all these steps are accomplished synchronously
the result is quite powerful. Research indicates that when students are unsuccessful at problem solving it is not due to the lack of mathematical knowledge but to the ineffective use of
what they know (Garofalo & Lester, 1985).

The Use of Manipulatives in the Mathematics Classroom
Mathematics study is active. It is not just the teacher and the blackboard (or whiteboard),
the student listening and watching the teacher and then doing the practice problems in the
textbook. The students should be actively engaged in manipulating materials that model
mathematical concepts. The work of Jerome Bruner and Jean Piaget supports the use of manipulative materials and involving students actively at the developmental stage of learning
concepts. Models give the learners something to think about, explore with, talk about, and
reason with. The importance of using hands-on learning experiences cannot be exaggerated.
The use of manipulatives in the mathematics classroom is often taken for granted. Yet when
manipulatives are used effectively they promote student engagement as well as ownership
of individual learning (Moyer & Jones, 2004). Manipulatives are simply representations for
abstract mathematical ideas. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2005) encourages students to represent
mathematical ideas in ways that make sense to students.
The use of manipulatives and other representations are powerful tools to promote deeper
understanding of the concepts that generate the ability to make connections. Research
(Di Muro, 2006; Stein & Bovalino, 2001) also shows that students who use manipulatives
are more likely to look at a problem in many different perspectives than those who do not.
When this kind of interaction and understanding is occurring in the classroom it is more
likely students will retain the information.

The Use of Technology in the Mathematics Classroom
Effective technology is best described as a tool to guide the learning rather than being the
learning instrument. When technology is used as a medium to reinforce the content, as opposed to being the only means for teaching the content, its impact on learning is evident
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and obvious. Jonassen, Carr and Yueh (1998) argue that technology should be utilized as
a tool to help students construct knowledge rather than the focus of learning. Proponents
of technology-use in the mathematics classroom often refer to research that indicates that
technology can enhance problem-solving settings (NCTM, 2005; Nunes-Harwitt, 2005) and
can reduce the time required to master skills, leveraging more time for introducing and
developing new conceptual understanding. Technology-use in the mathematics classroom
is vitally important to the understanding and learning of difficult concepts. One of the most
frequently used technologies in the mathematics classroom is the graphics calculator.
Critics of the use of calculators often blame the technology and argue that students no longer think for themselves. This assertion is in fact valid if the instructor is allowing students
to use the calculators to perform basic operations. However, if the instructor is utilizing the
calculators to improve problem solving skills or for verifying their own conjectures, then the
time and effort is not wasted. In order to achieve an attainable goal, what we do in our classrooms must be relevant and meaningful (Berry, Graham, & Smith, 2006).

Implementation of Cooperative Groups in the Mathematics Classroom
Cooperative or collaborative learning has been the subject of interest to many researchers
for the past thirty years. Some research findings (Johnson & Johnson, 1987; Davidson, 1990;
Toumasis, 2004) indicate that cooperative group learning is effective for improving academic
achievement. There is also research that supports the idea that students can attain higher
achievement in mathematics while working in collaborative groups (Davidson, 1990; Webb,
Farivar, Mastergeorge, 2002; Fullilove & Treisman, 1990; Duncan & Dick, 2000). There are
many suggestions as to the number of students assigned to a group, but the expertise lies
with the instructor. The instructor knows the strengths and weaknesses of the students and
assigns the groups accordingly. However, one item that we as educators can agree on is the
effectiveness heterogeneous groups bring to collaborative learning (Webb, Farivar, Mastergeorge, 2002; Toumasis, 2004). The most effective cooperative group strategy is one where
the teacher models the appropriate behavior as well as provides clear and concise instructions. It is of vital importance to have all group members immediately work on the problem
at hand rather than spending too much time deciphering the instructions. The more time
the students spend communicating mathematically the better chance there is for them to
stay on task.

THE BRIDGE BUILDING INVESTIGATION
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When students explore mathematics concepts in authentic and natural contexts, they discover connections and interrelationships in a more natural and informal manner. And in
today’s classrooms technology can engage and support this kind of thinking and learning.
Technology is a tool that facilitates the knowledge construction and provides a context to
support learning by doing (Jonassen, Howland, Moore, & Marra, 2003). The Bridge Building
Investigation serves as the medium for a rich mathematical exploration and an integrated
approach in the precalculus classroom. This project took place in a section of precalculus
at Northampton Community College in Bethlehem, PA. As soon as the students were faced
with the task of constructing the bridge, they knew that they had to rely on their peers for
support (See Table 1). Many of them were concerned about their lack of knowledge of bridges or bridge-construction. In order to overcome this obstacle about bridges the students
were introduced to the public domain software West Point Bridge Design (http://bridgecontest.usma.edu). They realized how much they could accomplish as they began working
collaboratively using the bridge software as well as researching and contacting engineering
companies that specialized in bridge construction. The experience with the software assisted in making the transition from idea or concept to the actual bridge design.

Table 1: The bridge building investigation
Description of the project
Alextown would like to connect to Billtown by means of automobile transportation. At the present moment the two towns are linked by taking a ferry that makes three daily round trips. AL-RO
Market Research Company was hired to conduct a study on the effectiveness of a bridge construction. After arduous work and overcoming many political pressures, the company has found
that most people would prefer driving rather than taking the ferry. The main reason for such
conclusion was convenience. The two towns are separated by Loch Ness River, the home of many
unusual creatures including “El Chupa Cabras.”
The towns are now considering which company to hire for the bridge construction. About twenty
different engineering and architect companies bid to complete the project. The Chief Engineering
Officers (CEOs) from each town narrowed the selection down to four teams. Your team of architects and engineering is one of the four selected to construct the bridge.
For the purpose of this project, each group received a combined primary and intermediate K’NEX set, basic pieces of rods and connectors (see Appendix A). The task was to build
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a bridge that was aesthetically pleasing to the eye as well as meeting other criteria stated
in the assessment rubric (see Table 2). The length of time to complete the project was four
weeks. The project was distributed for completion subsequent to the study of polynomial
and trigonometric functions. The assessment rubric was discussed in detail in class as the
students provided input. Each student had access to this information as well as all other
pertinent information about the bridge project via Blackboard, an online course management system. A timeline of three weeks was established in order for the students to go from
concept to completion of the design. The groups created their own identity by naming their
“engineering firm.” Among the different names were: The Milestone Arch Firm, The Calc Engineering, and Engineering International. Each group developed their own market analysis
and each person took on a role. For instance The Calc Engineering group had a Chief Executive Officer (CEO), a Chief Financial Officer (CFO), a Designer, and a Labor Consultant.
The students were eager and enthusiastic about their product. Each week they were asked
to report on their progress. Usually the CEOs of the engineering firms were the ones who
would take the initiative and report on their products. Until the final presentation they
would not provide specific details because they did not want to give away their strategies to
the other groups. Ultimately they were competing against each other to be the chosen firm
to construct the bridge that would connect the two towns.
In addition to the bridge design, the groups had to prepare a Power Point presentation that
would summarize their final product, cost and labor. One of the main goals was to maximize
the number of pieces while minimizing the total cost. The students often made reference
to their cost and number of pieces they had allocated to date in their weekly progress. This
made the other groups aware of the competition, as well as, thinking about any needed
adjustments. As time progressed, the problem-solving skills discussed in class became
evident. Communication and individual responsibility were established within each group.
The groups were serious and proud of their design mainly because their effort was being
acknowledged.

PROMOTING MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS
The mathematics connections were also evident in their designs. In order to meet the desired weight capacity of ten pounds some adjustments were made to each design and the
students frequently made reference to geometric shapes. “Quadratic functions came alive,”
said a student in one of the groups referring to the pseudo suspension bridge (see Figure 2).
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A brief discussion about the hyperbolic cosine function and its application to catenaries and
bridges generated an interest in this group. This topic was out of the scope of the course,
but the interest, nevertheless, prevailed. Some other mathematical connections the students
made included the following: polynomial functions, trigonometric functions, and optimization. Two of the groups decided to incorporate truss bridges in their designs (see Figures 3
and 4) attributable to its simplicity as well the economic advantage since part of their task
was to maximize the number of pieces while simultaneously minimizing the total price.
Each group made reference to the fact that in order for the bridges to sustain the ten pound
requirement, triangles were the desired geometric shape due to their stability and rigidity.
The groups had also watched videos of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge collapse on November
1940. Designing a bridge that was able to sway and sustain high winds without collapsing
was something that the CEOs were interested in hearing about. Hence, the connection to
physics, structural engineering, and civil engineering was evident as they learned about
resonance, flutter, and aerodynamics.
The Engineering International group contacted a local engineering firm and conducted an
interview with a senior member. Another group used the Internet to contact officers and
engineers of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation in order to receive further
information on bridge construction. This particular group was referred to other agencies
throughout the state. The students documented the emails they received and made them
available to the entire class at the time of the final presentations.
The final presentations revealing their bridge design was scheduled during a class period.
The students dressed professionally to present their final project as if they were the CEOs.
The Power Point presentations were thoroughly prepared with all the significant information. Some groups revealed the bridge design at the beginning of the presentation, while
other groups concealed their design while giving hints and sneak previews via the Power
Point presentation. The bridges were soundly constructed and all the designs were unique
(see Appendix B).

ASSESSMENT
The assessment rubric implemented in this investigation is described below (See Table 2).
The students’ performance assessment included the following expectations: being actively
engaged in the construction of the bridge model, their written explanation of the mathematics concepts, and their Power Point presentation to the entire class to sell their project
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was considered for the total number of points in the investigation.

Table 2: Assessment Rubric for the Bridge Building Investigation
Rubric
Bridge Model (10 points): Your team must present a physical model of the bridge by using the
K’NEX kit. The model should be able to connect an opening of 2 feet apart and hold at least 10
lbs. This will simulate the mile long gap between the towns (1 ft. = ½ mile). For the most part,
bridges are aesthetically pleasing to the eye. Keep this in mind while creating the bridge model.
Written Work (10 points): Your team must type an executive report. In it you should provide
evidence to support why the Chief Engineering Officers of Alextown and Billtown should contract
your company to build the bridge. Also include pictures of the bridge at different angles for future evaluation and decision process. Significant features to consider are time and money. Provide a realistic, possible length of time for the bridge to be completed. You must provide research
with references to justify the completion time line. Is it reasonable? Is it possible? Also, a chart
is provided with appropriate K’NEX pieces (discretion of instructor to assign prices to each piece).
Part of your task is to maximize the number of pieces and yet minimize the total price. What
mathematical connections did you use when creating the bridge? Explain in details.
Presentation (20 points): Your team will need to give a presentation to the towns’ Chief Engineering Officers explaining the final bridge model. This is the most important piece of the project
because at this stage you will be selling your product. The way you communicate with the CEOs
is essential to the final decision. Be ready to answer questions related to your bridge model. Each
team member must take an active role on the presentation. You also need to create a Power Point
to provide detailed information to the towns’ CEOs describing your bridge design, cost, and timeline.

CONCLUSION
The constant aim of mathematics educators should be the development of innovative and
research-based methods with the intention of encouraging students to become active participants in their own learning, in other words to become “thinkers.” This investigation makes
a “big idea” understandable for students while working collaboratively, integrating technology, utilizing manipulative tools, and incorporating problem solving skills. Together these
strategies create a positive environment for the students to produce high quality results. The
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level of work presented by the all the groups was outstanding. More importantly the students felt good about their own design. The students began with minimal or limited knowledge of bridges and bridge-construction but collaboratively they were able to make this task
achievable and enjoyable while learning calculus concepts. One student stated, “I will not
see a bridge the same way again.” Now this student is more informed and can distinguish
the different kinds of bridge designs. This type of positive student response is the result of
actively engaging students in constructing their own knowledge. While we as educators
create the environment for learning, it is our responsibility to make sure that our students
will have the opportunity to respond authentically and naturally to mathematics, literary,
and technology experiences.
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APPENDIX A: K’NEX RODS AND CONNECTORS (WWW.KNEXEDUCATION.COM)
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Appendix B: Bridge Design Photos

Figure 1					

Figure 2

Figure 3					

Figure 4
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